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Technical Wedding Coordination    

    

 

 

  

 

   

   

 

 

 Detailed Schedule of entire wedding and rehearsal days for you & vendors 

 Site Plan of Ceremony + Reception sites (showing tents, tables, chairs, etc) 

 Plan and conduct Rehearsal of Ceremony 

 Coordinate Vendor’s schedules, on-site requirements and arrivals and setup 

 Coordinate utilities where needed, including power, rest rooms, water, etc. 

 Coordinate and facilitate deliveries and pickups 

 Guidance and assistance to family members and friends as they arrive 

 Direction before, during and after the ceremony 

 Host Reception, ensuring all announcements and events occur as planned 

 Coordinate all setup and strike of the site as it pertains to the vendors 

 Cost begins at $495, and is tailored for the exact services you need  

 

 

 

 

 

At Riverhaus Productions, we provide Wedding Planning and Coordination services a little differently than 

some. Of course, we’ll provide any level of Coordination you require, but we’ve learned through the years 

that most folks need something in between Full Wedding Planning, and the bare-bones “Day-Of” services. 

Most couples are very capable people, who want to be involved 

as much  as possible in making the decisions that lead up to the 

day that they get married.  

We believe that the most valueable tools for you are guideance, 

education, and focus. We understand that you can do much of 

the leg work, but that there are details that require a certain level 

of expertise and handling. 

To that end, we’ve developed a service that we call Technical Wedding Coordination. After you’ve made 

the aesthetic decisions, Riverhaus provides all of the vendor guidance, information and direction required 

for a successful wedding. With this service, you’re in the driver’s seat for as much, or as little, of the process 

as you wish, and we include complete ‘Day-Of’ services on site too! 

You decide on the vendors, the theme, and aesthetic details (the attire of the bride, groom and wedding 

parties, and perhaps the general theme for the decorations and flowers, what type of food will be served, 

and where the ceremony and reception will take place). Riverhaus Productions then directs and 

coordinates all of the technical aspects, and provides on-site coordination for the entire 

wedding day.   
 

We fill in the answers to questions that you might not know to ask, and then make sure  

that the only thing you need to do on your wedding day is to enjoy yourselves! 

 

Services included with base package: 

 


